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Summary  
 
Excitation energy transfer in large, intact photosynthetic systems 

 
In this thesis, we have studied the primary processes of photosynthesis, 

covering the uptake of light-energy by the pigments of the photosystems, the 
transport of this light-energy down to the reaction center (RC) pigments and the 
subsequent storage of light-energy in a stable charge-separation. 

Cryptophyte algae use a single type of phycobiliprotein (PBP) as light-
harvesting complex (LHC), distributed in the thylakoid lumen, besides membrane-
embedded chlorophyll (Chl) a/c2 complexes. In Chapter 2 we present time-
resolved fluorescence anisotropy measurements of a cryptophyte alga Rhodomonas 
CS24, which contains phycoerythrin 545 (PE545). An extended kinetic model fit to 
these data reveals that the PBPs distribute almost equal amounts of energy to 
respectively photosystem I (PSI) and photosystem II (PSII) at time scales of 17, 58 
and 113 ps. Interestingly, the resolved PSI emission spectrum and its associated 
fluorescence lifetime suggest the absence of typical red pigments with absorption 
wavelength larger than that of the PSI RC (700 nm). In Chapter 3 we have isolated 
a PSI-rich fraction of Rhodomonas CS24 by double-column gel-filtration 
chromatography. Low temperature absorption and emission measurements confirm 
the absence of typical red pigments in this complex. Electron microscopy images 
reveal that the cryptophyte PSI complex consists of a core complex with similar 
size and shape as that in plants and cyanobacteria, though it binds a larger 
peripheral Chl a/c2 light-harvesting antenna. Chapter 4 presents a kinetic study of 
another type of cryptophyte alga, Chroomonas CCMP270, which exploits 
phycocyanin 645 (PC645). Although PC645 has better spectral overlap with Chl a 
than PE545, the determined energy transfer time scale to the Chls of the 
photosystems (104 ps) is highly similar to that estimated in Rhodomonas CS24 
(Chapter 2). We conclude that the membrane organization of the two cryptophyte 
species will be highly similar and show that the PBPs are capable of direct energy 
transfer into the PSI core.  

In Chapter 5, the fluorescence kinetics of intact PSII core complexes is 
measured. We show that both kinetic models with slow and fast energy 
equilibration over the core complex and respectively fast and slow excitation 
energy trapping in a charge-separation in the RC, fit the data equally well. Though, 
the former model is favored as it finds support in the X-ray structure, theoretic 



modeling (e.g. Chapter 6) and time-resolved fluorescence data at 77 K which are 
also presented in this chapter. At 77 K, the energy transfer time scales in the 
antenna units and among the antenna and the RC, estimated by kinetic modeling, 
are similar to those determined at room temperature.  

Chapter 6 deals with the theoretic modeling of time-resolved fluorescence 
data of PSII membranes. From annihilation experiments on the peripheral light-
harvesting complex of PSII (LHCII), it is known that energy migration in the light-
harvesting antenna of PSII is rather slow and thus expected to contribute 
significantly to the total excitation energy trapping time in PSII. The modeling 
reveals that primary charge separation in the PSII RC should be fast and virtually 
irreversible, whereas transfer from the antenna complexes is slow. 

In Chapter 7 we compared the fluorescence kinetics of intact spinach 
thylakoid membranes with artificially unstacked ones. Low temperature steady-
state emission reveals an increased PSI emission and concomitant decrease of PSII 
emission upon unstacking. From a comparison of the excitation spectra of the two 
membranes it can be concluded that both spillover from the PSII core as well as 
energy transfer from LHCII are responsible for the extra excitation energy received 
by PSI in unstacked thylakoid membranes. Time-resolved fluorescence 
measurements both at room temperature and 77 K reveal time scales for LHCII to 
PSI-LHCI energy transfer (~30, 150 ps) and spillover (~150 ps). The transfer from 
LHCII to PSI is suggested to partially arise in LHCII-LHCI-PSI supercomplexes.  

Upon iron-depletion, cyanobacteria start to produce the IsiA light-
harvesting complex (family of the CP43 complex) and PSI degrades because of its 
iron-dependency. IsiA forms large rings around PSI and can also occur as 
aggregates devoid of PSI. In the study presented in Chapter 8 we show by low 
temperature emission measurements that these aggregates are already formed in the 
early stage of iron depletion when PSI is still present in significant amounts. The 
aggregates quench excitation energy and thus protect the electron transfer balance 
between PSII and PSI. Time-resolved fluorescence measurements at low 
temperatures of IsiA-aggregates reveal that excitation energy quenching occurs 
also at 5 K. 
 
 
 
 
 


